
Acquisition Offer for Southbound Wealth Management Connect Clients (the “Promotion”) Terms 

and Conditions 

1. The Promotion runs from 1 July 2022 to 30 September 2022, both dates inclusive (the “Promotion 

Period”). 

2. The Promotion is only applicable to individual customers (the “Eligible Customer”) who successfully  

i. opened a Southbound Wealth Management Connect account with DBS Treasures (the 

“Eligible Account”) of DBS Bank (Hong Kong) Limited （星展銀行（香港）有限公司） (the 

“Bank”) through DBS Bank (China) Limited, Postal Savings Bank of China Co., Ltd or 

Shenzhen Rural Commercial Bank Co., Ltd; and  

ii. remitted RMB 50,000 or above to the Eligible Account during the Promotion Period. 

3. “DBS Treasures” is one of the Customer Segments of the Bank. “Customer Segment” means DBS 

Account, DBS Treasures, DBS Treasures Private Client, DBS Private Bank and any other segment 

made available by the Bank from time to time. In Hong Kong, DBS Private Bank is the private banking 

division of the Bank. 

4. First 100 Eligible Customers are entitled to HK$300 cash reward (the “Reward”).  

5. First 100 Eligible Customers are determined by the date of completed account opening, with 

remittance of RMB 50,000 or above to the Eligible Account during the Promotion Period. If over 100 

Eligible Customers complete the requirement on the same day, all Eligible Customers who complete 

the remittance requirement on that day will be entitled to the Reward. 

6. Eligibility of any account opening and remittance for the purpose of this Promotion shall be 

determined based on the Bank’s record. If there is any discrepancy between the Bank’s record and 

the Eligible Customer’s record, the Bank’s record shall prevail and be deemed final and conclusive. 

7. The Promotion is not available to existing Southbound Wealth Management Connect account 

holders. 

8. The Reward will be credited to the Eligible Customer’s Eligible Account in HKD on or before 30 

November 2022. Eligible Customer must maintain a valid Eligible Account with the Bank at the time 

the Reward is given. 

9. Each Eligible Customer can only enjoy the Promotion once. 

10. The Promotion shall not be applicable to any staff of the Bank. 

11. The Bank reserves the right to the final approval of the account opening. 

12. The Reward is non-exchangeable and non-transferable. 

13. Participation in the Promotion is subject to there being no abuse/non-compliance by the Eligible 

Customer, failing which the Bank will not credit the Reward or where the Reward has been credited, 

the Bank may debit the value of the Reward from the Eligible Customer’s account without notice 

and/or take such action to recover any outstanding amounts.  

14. The Bank may change the terms and conditions and/or modify/terminate the Promotion without 

notice. In the event of dispute, the decision of the Bank shall be final.  

15. Promotion information will remain accessible up to one week after the end of the promotion.   

16. The English version shall prevail if there is any inconsistency between the English and Chinese 

versions. 

 


